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The Focal theme for World Environment Day 2017 in our college was: 

‘Connecting Students to Nature’ 

World Environment Day is a campaign established to bring some positive 

environmental changes all over the world to make life better and more natural. 

Environmental issues are big issues now-a-days to which everyone must be aware 

and give their positive efforts to solve such issues. Youths of any country in the 

form of students are big hope to bring some positive changes in the environment 

full of pollution, global warming, etc… 

 
 

World Environment Day was established with various plans, agenda and 

objectives to remove all the environmental issues from this planet and make it 

really a beautiful planet. It was necessary to establish this particular event to focus 

on environmental problems and give people a face to environmental issues. Its 

celebration helps us to understand the importance of healthy environment for our 

healthy life as well as to empower public to be the active agents of sustainable and 

environment-friendly development worldwide. It spreads the common 

understanding among people that it is must to change their attitudes towards 

environmental issues to ensure the availability of a safer and more prosperous 

future to all the nations and peoples 



 
 

 

Our College campus is spread over 52 acres of land under the foot of towering 

Kalari Hills by the side of Kozhikode-Balussery Road, noted for its  scenic 

beauty and blessed with the natural spring in the south-east location. 



 
 
 

So as part of the observation of World Environment day, we selected 

Kalari hills for saplings by the name ‘Kalarikkunninoru thanal’. Through 

“Green Kerala Mission” by Govt.of Kerala our NSS units 19 & 33 got 50 

saplings from Vanasree, Mathottam. Also NSS students of college collected 

around 523 saplings. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sri. P M Raveendran, Executive member of SN Trusts formally inaugurating the sapling program 
“Kalarikkunninoru thanal’ at Kalari Hills on 5th  June, 2017. Principal  VR Sudheesh, NSS 

Programme officers Rajeesh M T, Vineesh K P are near. 

The programme ‘Kalarikkunninoru thanal’ was formally inaugurated by 

Sri. P M Raveendran, SN Trusts Executive member at Kalari  hills,  Sree 

Narayana Guru College by 10am. 

 

After the inauguration , Saplings were implanted by the NSS team 

members as well as the teachers under the supervision of the NSS programme 

officers Rejish MT and Vineesh KP. The programme was a good success. 



 

 



SREE NARAYANA GURU COLLEGE, CHELANNUR 

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME 

UNIT NO : 19 & 33 

NATIONAL UNITY DAY CELEBRATION 

 

As part of “Rashtriya Ekta Diwas” (National Unity Day) celebration National Service scheme 

Unit nos :19 &33 of our college conducted pledge ceremony in our college 0n 31st October 2017. 

 
 

 

 

 
Program officers : Rejish M T, Vineesh K P 
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2. SIGNATURE CAMPAIGN
 

To ensure the participation

conducted a signature making program at college campus. The program was formally

inaugurated by sub Inspector

22.12.2017. 

 
 
 

 

CAMPAIGN ( ‘Against drug abuse’ ) 
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3. PHOTO GRAPHY COMPETITION 
 

The photography contest helps fulfill the mission against tobacco in two ways: The 

photographer connects with complications of tobacco usage while making images and the 

viewer becomes inspired to connect with the consequences of the same by seeing the 

images. The purpose of the contest is to give photographers an outlet to share their work 

and have it judged, while at the same time inspiring others to connect with complications 

of tobacco usage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

National service scheme units of Sree Narayana Guru college, Chelannur conducted a 

photography competition at college on 04.01.2018. A first year B.Com student, Aswanth 

got the first price of Rs.1000, Aksitha NK( II Sem Bsc Botany) got the second price of 

Rs.750 and Abhijith K K( VI Sem BA Economics) got the third price Rs.500. 



 
 

Aswanth receiving the first price Rs.1000/- from principal Professor V R Sudheesh. 
 
 
 
 



4. AWARENESS CLASS ( Harmful effects of drug abuse and its complications) 
 

We have conducted an awareness class about the harmful effects of drug abuse and its 

complications at the college on 16.01.2018. Sri. Saji, Junior health Inspector of Primary 

Health Centre of iruvellor was the resource person for the programme. 

 

Sri.Rejish MT , NSS programme officer making welcome speech for the programmme. 
 
 
 
 

Sri. Saji, Junior health inspector conducting the awareness class for students 



 
 
 
 

A first year National service Scheme Volunteer Saneesh C delivered vote of 

thanks for the function. The program were completely under the super vision of the NSS 

programme officers Rejish.MT and Vineesh K P . 


